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This paper reviews the state of the art of engine noise source evaluation 
using microphone arrays and identifies issues that are currently not well 
understood. It is found that most methods currently assume a model of 
uncorrelated point sources. However it will be shown that this is not a 
necessary assumption and images of the complete source CSD can be 
obtained, but that the effect of source convection cannot be readily obtained 
from the source image.  It is also shown how source images can be 
improved by frequency averaging across the far field CSD matrix. This 
approaches reduces aliasing and improves the source image especially at 
high frequencies. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The main objective of engine noise source diagnostic measurements is not primarily 
to ‘locate the source’ – the location of the different sources is known to a good 
approximation – rather it is to obtain a quantitative estimates of the relative strength 
of the different (broadband) sources and other characteristics, in particular the 1/3-
octave level spectrum of each source.  Even if unexpected sources appear, the unusual 
location is readily apparent from inspection of the source images. 
 
Thus most ‘source breakdown’ post-processing methods are aimed at estimating the 
source strengths, from a fairly precise specification of the source locations.  The main 
exception to this is the source breakdown of jet mixing noise into different source 
types e.g. the fully mixed jet source well down stream of the nozzle and the bypass 
shear layer noise source that is much closer to the bypass nozzle.  But even the 
position of these distributed sources is broadly established. 
 
In this paper we will first review the state of the art of engine noise source location in 
this context and then provide a summary of the array processing methods that are 
currently used. We will also show that some different approaches to the problem can 
provide additional information. We will demonstrate the advantages of frequency 
averaging and also show some of the limitations of evaluating correlated jet noise 
sources.  
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